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1. Introduction 
Consider two random elements 5 and n of measurable spaces (X, %‘) and (Y, ?J), 
respectively, whose joint distribution is absolutely continuous with respect to a 
c-finite measure m with density h. Assume that m satisfies the relation m(d(x, y)) = 
K(y, dx)cu(dy), where LY is a a-finite measure on Y and K is a kernel from Y to 
X. This equation is referred to as a disintegration of m in the second compunent 
via the disintegrating kernel K. In Section 2 we compute the conditional distribution 
of 5 with respect to n in terms of K and h. The aim of this paper is to use this 
lemma for a unified approach to some results on conditional distribution of point 
processes, which are based on the disintegration of suitable Campbell measures. In 
Section 3 we provide the necessary theoretical background. 
Consider a point process @ with the Polish phase space (A, d), i.e., a random 
element of the set N of all locally bounded counting measures (configurations) on 
A. Let C’ be the compound Campbell measure of @ as introduced in Kallenberg 
(1983). C’ is a u-finite measure on N x N and an important tool in the general 
theory of point processes. For each B E ti we denote the restriction of @ to the set 
B by B@ and the complement of B by B’. The expression C’(d($, cp)) measures in 
a sense the probability of I,!I + cp, where $, cp E N and $ is finite. Therefore, if B E & 
is bounded, the distribution of the pair (B@, B’@) can easily be expressed by C’. 
Disintegration of C’ in the first component yields the reduced Palm measures of @ 
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(Kallenberg, 19X3), which enter a formula for the conditional distribution of B’Q, 
with respect to B@ according to the central lemma. The reduced Palm measures 
are closely related to the (unreduced) Palm measures and Palm distributions of @ 
the modern definition of which goes back to Ryll-Nardzewski (1961). For point 
processes without multiple points both concepts are equivalent. Motivated by 
Papangelou (1974), we introduce conditional (reduced and unreduced) Palm 
measures which disintegrate slight modifications of C’. The lemma reveals then 
certain consistency relations for @ which are given in Section 4 and which include 
two results of Papangelou (1974). Disintegration of C’ in the second component 
yields the concept of a Gibbs kernel, which allows us to compute the conditional 
distribution of B@ with respect to a B”@. This is called a Gibbsian description of 
@ and is the subject of Section 5. The point process approach to Gibbs processes 
is based on the papers by Nguyen and Zessin (1979) and by Matthes, Warmuth 
and Mecke (1979). A comprehensive discussion can be found in Kallenberg (1983). 
A modification c of C’ leads to the balancing kernel of @, which is appropriate 
for computing the conditional distribution of B@ as to (I?‘@, Q(B)) (cf. Georgii, 
1982; Wakolbinger and Eder, 1984). This is the setting of the canonical Gibbs 
processes as studied in some detail in Georgii (1979). In Section 6 we investigate 
a p-thinning Vf of @, where the function p may depend on a E A and the actual 
configuration @. By computing the joint distribution of (q, @) in terms of C’ we 
generalize a result of Kallenberg (1983). As a consequence we obtain a formula for 
the conditional distribution of @ with respect to q, which implies a result of Karr 
(1986). In the last section we consider a Cox process V’ (a doubly stochastic Poisson 
process) directed by the random intensity A. It is again possible to express the 
distribution of (q, A) with the aid of the compound Campbell measure C of A, 
which is defined by I4 in a similar way to C’ by @. We derive a formula for the 
conditional distribution of A with respect to @ in terms of the Palm measures of 
A, which generalizes a formula given by Karr (1985). The results of Sections 6 and 
7 can be interpreted within a Bayesian framework. 
All random elements occuring in this paper are defined over a fixed probability 
space (0, 9, P). We write Pt for the distribution of a random element 5, F(X) for 
the set of all real-valued measurable functions on X and I,., for the indicator function 
of some set {. >. 
2. A lemma on conditional distributions 
Our investigations are based on the following result. 
Lemma 2.1. Let [and 77 be random elements of measurable spaces (X, 2) and ( Y, 3), 
respectively. Suppose that their joint distribution PCE,q, is absolutely continuous with 
respect to a a-$nite measure m on X x Y with density h, and that m is of the form 
m(d(x, y)) = K(y, dx)a(dy), where K is a kernel from Y to X and cy is a u-jinite 
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measure on Y. Then 
6) 0 < 
l 
h(x, q)K( v, dx) -C 00 P-ax, 
(ii) f(x)h(x, v)K(v. dx) 
/I 
h(x, T)K(q, dx) P-a.s. 
for aZlfE F(X) with Elf([)1 <CO. (The numerator is P-ax jinite and O/O is dejned 
to be 0.) 
Proof. From the assumptions it follows that 5 h(x, . )K( *, dx) is a density of P,, 
w.r.t. (Y. Hence this quantity is P,,-almost surely strictly positive and consequently 
I h(x, ~-)K(T, dx)> 0 P-a.s. 
Now we take anfE F(X) with Elf(&)lta. From 
Elf(5)I = 1 tf(x)lP,,,,(d(x, y)) = j 1 If(x)lh(x, y)K(y, dx)a(dy) 
we conclude for a-a.e. ye Y, 
I 
lf(x)lNx,~)K(~, dx)<a. 
Since P,,” a, this must also be true for P,,-a.e. y, and we obtain 
IJ(x)I v)K(v, dx) <a P-a.s. 
We define 
H(S,Y) = f(x)h(x, Y)K(Y, dx) 
/I 
h(x, y)K(y, dx), Y E Y, 
and choose a bounded g E F(Y). Then 
W(Og(q) = f(x)g(y)P,,,,(d(x, Y)) I 
= li f(x)dy)Nx, Y)K(Y, dxkddy) 
z II g(y)H(f; Y)~(x, Y)K(Y, dxb(dy) 
= I g(y)H(_fi y)P,,,,(d(x, y)) = Wrl)H(f; 7) 
and the assertion follows. Cl 
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We want to make some remarks on Lemma 2.1 and consider again a g-finite 
measure m on X x Y. If m(X x .) is absolutely continuous with respect to a o-finite 
measure LY on Y then we refer to cy as a dominating measure of m in the second 
component. Due to the a-finiteness of m, such a dominating measure exists. If 
(X, %) is a Polish space then there is an a-almost everywhere unique kernel K from 
Y to X such that m(d(x, y)) = K (y, dx)a(dy), i.e., m, K and LY meet the requirements 
of Lemma 2.1. A g-finite measure on Y is a supporting measure of m in the second 
component in the sense of Kallenberg (1983) if it is absolutely continuous with 
respect to each dominating measure, i.e., if it is equivalent to m(X x .). Supporting 
measures are unique up to equivalence. An example is the measure ,G, given by 
P(d.r) = ‘$K,?.,s~ ,o) cu(dy). If (Y is itself a supporting measure then K(y, X)>O for 
cy-a.e. y. If N’ is another supporting measure of m in the second component and 
K’ the corresponding disintegrating kernel then K and K’ coincide a-almost 
everywhere up to a measurable normalization (cf. Kallenberg, 1983, Theorem 1.5.3.3). 
We will work with supporting measures rather than with dominating measures 
in the sequel. This slight restriction of generality is done for the sake of clarity. 
If m is a product measure then Lemma 2.1 reduces to well-known facts on 
conditional distributions. Taking m = Pi x A, where A is a o-finite measure on Y, 
we obtain a result of Kallianpur and Striebel (1968). In this case the density h can 
be expressed in terms of the conditional distribution of n with respect to 5 so that 
Lemma 2.1 fits into the Bayesian theory. In many cases Lemma 2.1 applies as follows. 
Corollary 2.2. Consider the assumptions qf Lemma 2.1 and suppose h(x, y) = 
h,(x, y)h,(_v), where h, and h, are non-negative elements qf F(X x Y) and F( Y), 
respectively. Then 
(i) O< h,(x, n)K(n,dx)<cc f-a..~., 
(ii) EU-(E)/TI = 
I 
.f(x)h,(x, “rl)K(v, dx) 11,(x, q)K(v, dx) P-a..~. 
for a1l.f 6 F(X) with EIJ’(o1 <a. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.1 with cy replaced by C; given by G(d))) = hZ(y)N(dy). 0 
3. Some notations of random measures and point processes 
We recall some basic notions of random measures and point processes. For more 
details we refer to Kallenberg (1983) and Matthes, Kerstan and Mecke (1978). Let 
(A, .4) be a Polish space, M the set of all measures on A that are finite on bounded 
sets, and take _fZ to be the smallest o-field making the mappings A + A(B), A E M, 
measurable for all BE .d. With the vague convergence on M the space (M, .,H) 
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becomes again Polish. A (locally bounded) random measure on A is a random 
element A of (M, Ju), which is called a point process on A if P(A E N) = 1, where 
N c M is the set of measures that are integer-valued on bounded sets. A point 
process @ on A is said to be simple if P( @ E NJ = 1, where cp E N, if ~({a}) c 1 
for every u E A. For all cp E N and n E N we define by 
(o’“‘(d(a,, . . . > a,,)) = C(P\%~\ . . . \&,,Jdan) * . . (~\&,)(dQdd~,) 
a symmetric measure on A”, where for I/J E N, 
(Q\&2)({bl) = 
max{$({a})-l,O}, if a=b, 
G({bl), if a f b. 
Notice that for B E tip, n E h4, f~ F(N) and cp E N with cp( B) = n, 
_f(BP) =$ I .ehz,+ . . . + &,,Jcp’“‘(d(a,, . . .  an)), B" 
where the measure Bcp is the restriction of cp to B, i.e., Bp( C) = cp( B n C), C E d, 
and 6, is the Dirac measure at a E A. Let @ be a point process on A and p a random 
element of the measurable space (R, 5%). By 
+ E : 1 
n=, n! i 
q(q+...+S i,,,, a,fi,,,\...\s ,,,/, ,m.,P(“‘(d(a, 1 . . . , an)) (3.1) 
we define a a-finite measure on M x M x R, where 0 is the measure which is 
identically zero. The measure C’= C’j,( * x R) is the compound Campbell measure 
of @ as introduced by Kallenberg (1983). Like C’, the measure CL is g-finite. 
Hence, there is a supporting measure v;, of C’ in the first and third component and 
a disintegrating kernel (I,!J, r) + q,:,( ./r), ((cr, r) E M x R, such that 
C:(d($, cp, r)) = qL(dplr)vXd($, r)). (3.2) 
We call the family {qi( ./r): Ic, E M} the reduced Palm measures of @ conditional 
on p = r or simply: {qi( ./p)} are the reduced Palm measures of @ conditional on 
p. The measure I.$ may be chosen such that v’= v:(. x R) is q-finite on M, in this 
case V’ is a supporting measure of C’ in the first component. If y is a kernel such 
that vb(d($, r)) = y(+, dr)v’(d$), then 
q$(.)= q!(.lr)r($,dr), rcI~ M, 
provides a version of the reduced Palm measures as defined in Kallenberg (1983), 
i.e., it holds that 
C’(d(& cp)) = q;(d++‘(dq). 
We call this unconditional case. For each n E hJ the definition 
C’“’ = E 
P I k a I,.... a,,.~\S,,I\...\fi,,~.~)~~.)l @‘“‘(d(u,, . . . , a,)) (3.3) 
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yields an o-finite measure on A” x M x R and C’“’ = C:,“‘(. x R) is the nth order 
reduced Campbell measure of @. Choose a supporting measure vi:’ of Cl”’ in the 
first n and in the last component and let 
C:“‘(d(a,, . . . , a,, cp, r)) = dq,.. ..,,,(dd~bl”‘(4~, , . . . , a,,)) 
be the corresponding disintegration. Since Cr’(. x S) is a symmetric measure for 
all S E Al 0 5? we may and will choose qjU, ,,,. ,“,, ( . /r) symmetric in a,, . . , a,. From 
the definitions we obtain 
+ f ’ 
n=, n! 
ks,,,+...+s,,,,,q, rd. )C:“‘(d(a,, . . . , a,, P, r)). (3.4) 
Hence, a choice of the supporting measure V: is given by 
in which case the reduced Palm measures conditional on p are 
1qL ,,.... u,,d ./r), if $ = 6,, + . . . + 6,,,, n E N, 
qi,(./r)= P(@E(.)lp=r), 
i 
if $= 0, 
0, if $(A)=co or +E M\N. 
If I?@‘“‘(. ) is a q-finite measure on A (i.e., if some integrability 
met), then we may take 
(3.5) 
conditions are 
y(“) = E 
P I h o ,,..., a ,,,, >~wj@‘“‘(d(~,, . . > a,)). 
In this case and if @ is simple, the number q;,,,,,.,,,,, (S/r) can be interpreted as the 
conditional probability of { @\S,,\ . . . \S,,, E S} given that p = r and provided that 
@ has atoms in a,, . . . , a, (cf. Kallenberg, 1983, Theorem 12.8, for the unconditional 
case). 
Let ,u’ be a supporting measure of C’ in the second component and let G be the 
kernel such that 
C’(d(rCr, cp)) = G(cp, d+)/1’(dp). (3.6) 
We call G a Gibbs kernel of @. Note that by (3.1) PG is absolutely continuous with 
respect to p’ with density G( . , { 0)). For each n EN let 
C(“)(d( a,, . . . , a,, cp)) = C(cp, d(a,, . . . , a,))w’“‘(dp), (3.7) 
where p”‘) is a supporting measure of C’“’ in the last component and G, the 
corresponding disintegrating kernel, which we call, like Wakolbinger and Eder 
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(1984), an nth order balancing kernel of @. Due to the symmetry property of C’“’ 
we can assume that G,(cp, . ), is a symmetric measure for all cp. Let us suppose for 
a moment that we may choose CL(‘) = PO. In this case Qi satisfies the regularity 
condition (Z’), which is well-known in the theory of Gibbsian point processes (see 
Matthes, Warmuth and Mecke, 1979; Papangelou, 1974; Kallenberg, 1983). By 
induction it follows 
C’“‘(d(a,, . . . , an, cp)) 
= G,(cp + &z, + . . . + &,,-, , da,,) . . * GI(P + k,, , da,)G,(cp, da,)P,(dv) 
for all n EN (cf. Matthes, Warmuth and Mecke, 1979), which means, in particular, 
that we may put p”” = PO. This implies for P,-a.e. cp, 
G,(cp, d(a,, . . . , a,,)) 
= G,(co + &,, + * . . + &,,-, , da,) . . . G,(cp, da,). (3.8) 
Due to (3.4) we may also take p’= Pa, such that 
gives a version of G that coincides with the Gibbs kernel introduced in Lemma 
13.3 of Kallenberg (1983). 
Returning to the general case we now define a u-finite measure on M x M xZ,: 
(3.10) 
Let p be a supporting measure of C in the second and third component and G be 
the kernel such that 
C(d(+, cp, n)) = ‘%cp, n dclr)Ad(cp, n)). (3.11) 
We call G a balancing kernel of @. From 
~(MxSx{n})=C’“‘(A”xS), SE&, neN), 
it can be seen that we may choose /1. such that p(. x (0)) = PQ and pL(. x {n}) = pen), 
n E I?$ and then the balancing kernel is given by 
n {v(A)=O)> if n = 0, 
G(cp, n;)= 
I 
(3.12) 
U~fi,,,+.-.+fi.,,,i(.,~G,(cp, d ar,. . . , a,)), ifn 2 1. 
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Now, we consider a random measure A on A. We put 
(3.13) 
and obtain a a-finite measure on M x M x R. Let vp be a supporting measure of 
C,, in the first and third component and let (ti,, r) + q,,,( ./F-), (I,$ r) E M x R be the 
disintegrating kernel satisfying 
C,(d($, A, r)) = q,(dhlr)v,(d(+, r)). (3.14) 
We call the family {q,,,( ./p)} the Palm measures of n conditional on p. 
Now we assume A = @ and ask after a relation between {q$( ./p)} and the 
corresponding reduced Palm measures {qi( ./p)}. Comparing (3.1) and (3.13) it 
becomes obvious that 
C:,(N,n(+)xMx.)=C,,(N,n(.)xMx.). 
Hence, it is no loss of generality to suppose 
(3.15) 
A straightforward calculation shows that then 
q,J ./r) = lif~+,,,.,~qb,(dplr) vi,-=. (4~~ r)E Xx R. (3.16) 
In the unconditional case this equation is indicated in Kallenberg (1983). 
4. A consistency relation 
Let @ be a point process on A. Then we have for S, T, U E JU, n EN and B, DE d, 
P(B@ES,@E T, @(B)=n, D@G U) 
(4.1) 
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where C’,“), is the measure given by (3.3) with p = D@. Using the 
(a,,..., a,)~B”holdsforclr=6,,+... + a,$, iff +(B”) = 0 we find, with 
(4.1) and (3.4) for bounded B, 
P(B@ES, @E T, D@E U) 
129 
fact that 
the aid of 
(4.2) 
This enables us to prove the following result. 
Theorem 4.1. Let @ be a point process on A, B E & bounded, D E s2 and {qL( . )/D@} 
the reduced Palm measures of 0 conditional on Do as dejined by (3.3). Then 
6) O<q~O({~(B))=O}/D@)<co P-a.s., 
(ii) P(@s(.)/(Bu D)@)= 
5 ‘4cp+Bot< ,~u(~p(R)=o~q8~(d~/D~) 
qkm(I~(B) = ‘2/D@) 
P_a s, 
Proof. Define a v-finite measure m on A4 x A4 x A4 by 
m= ll 
I 
{(~L,~+~,X)t(.)}CZ~(d(cL, RX)) 
and a kernel K from M x M to M by 
K(rCr, x, . ) = 
I 
h+,,c ,p&Wx). 
We have m(d($, cp, x)1 = K($, x, dv)&dd(+, xl). Since cp(B) =O iff ($+ cp)(B) = 
(CI(B), we derive from (4.2) that PCSe,Q,na,<< m with density 
(rcI> %X)H$J(B‘I=“I % IQ(R)-q(B)). 
The pair (B@, D@) generates the same o-field as (B u D)@. Putting 5 = @ and 
n = (B@, D@) in Corollary 2.2, the result follows. 0 
We now suppose that @ is a simple point process. Then we may derive from 
(3.15) and the above theorem 
P(@E(.)I(BuD)@) 
(4.3) 
where {q@( e/D@)} are the Palm measures of @ conditional on D@ as defined by 
(3.14) for A = @. Taking into account (3.5) and (3.16), in (4.3) we recognize a 
consistency relation for conditional distributions on {Q(B) = 0) which is due to 
Papangelou (1974, Corollary 2). On {G(B) = 1) f ormula (4.3) implies Corollary 14 
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of Papangelou (1974), which is proved there under integrability conditions. The 
unconditional case of Theorem 4.1 is essentially contained in Kallenberg (1983, 
Exercise 12.5). 
5. Gibbsian description of point processes 
Let @ be a point process on A, S, T E 4, n EN, B, DE s2 and B be bounded. 
Replacing T by {cp: B’cp E T} in (4.1) and (4.2) and putting there U = M we obtain 
P (R@,B‘@) = ~~~,H‘,=ot~~~cH,-ot~~~~~,~~~, -1) C’(d($, cp)). (5.2) 
Using the disintegration (3.6) we obtain the following result from (5.2) and Corollary 
2.2. 
Theorem 5.1. Let @ be a point process on A, G a Gibbs kernel of @ as defined by 
(3.6) and BE & bounded. Then 
(i) 0 < G( B’@, {+( B’) = 0)) < ~0 P-as., 
(ii) P( B@ E (. )/B’@) = so lacs’,=otlllst,-,tG(Bc~, d+) P_a.s q 
G(B’@,{+(B’)=O}) ’ 
If @ satisfies the regularity condition (I’), we can choose p’= P0 and may define 
G by (3.8) and (3.9). In this case Theorem 5.1 was first proved in Matthes, Warmuth 
and Mecke (1979). If G, can be written in the form G,(cp, da) =f(a, q)A(da), where 
f E F(A x M) and A is a a-finite measure, then Theorem 5.1 implies that P(B@ E 
(. )/B”@) CC PBh almost surely, where P Bh is the distribution of a Poisson process 
with intensity A(. n B) (Matthes, Warmuth and Mecke, 1979). This is, in fact, one 
way to define Gibbsian point processes as they arise in statistical mechanics (cf. 
Preston, 1976). 
We return to (5.1) and conclude for all I c Z, the equation 
P( BQ, E S, B’@ E T, G(B) E I) 
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where i? is the measure defined by (3.10). Hence PCBa,Bce,QCBjJ is absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to c with density 
(G,cP,n)+l {~~sC~=o)~~V~H)=ol~ 
Thus we obtain from Corollary 2.2 via (3.11), the following result. 
Theorem 5.2. Let CD be a point process on A, G a balancing kernel of @ as dejined by 
(3.8) and l3 E & bounded. Then 
(9 O<~(B”~,~(B),{cCI(B’)=O})<co P-as., 
(ii) P(B@E(.)/B’@, Q(B)) 
Formulated in terms of the nth order balancing kernels (cf. (3.7) and (3.12)) 
Theorem 5.2 can be found in Wakolbinger and Eder (1984), where the authors used 
ideas of Georgii (1982). 
6. Thinnings 
Let @ be a point process on A and p a measurable function from M x A into [O, 13. 
We construct a new, thinned, point process F as follows. Let @ = CL, S,, where 
the & are random elements of (A, a) and N is a random element of N u (00). We 
retain 5, as a “unit atom” of V with probability p( @, 5,) and delete it with probability 
1 -p( @, 5,). The same procedure independently applies to & etc. We call ly a 
p-thinning of @. A rigorous definition states that 
E exp - 
[ (i 
f(a)v(da) @ 
>/ 1 
[I 3 
(6.1) = exp ln(l -P(@, a)+~(@, a) exp(-.f(a)))@(da) 
for all non-negative elements of F(A). This assumption determines the conditional 
distribution P( W E ( .)/CD) (cf. Kallenberg, 1983). 
Since p depends on #, Definition (6.1) is more general than the usual definitions 
given in the literature. Let B E & be bounded and /3,, . . . , P,,, n E N, random elements 
of A depending measurably on B@ such that B@ = p, + . . . +p,, on {Q(B) = n} 
(see Matthes, Kerstan and Mecke, 1979, for the existence). From (6.1) we obtain 
for SE.& and kEN (ken) P-almost surely on {@(B)=n}, 
P(‘P(B)=k, B!PES/@) 
x n C1 -PC@3 Pj))0{6,, +...+fis,,eS)- 
.ie{f I...., IAl I 
(6.2) 
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(The product in the above sum has to be taken equal to 1 in n = k.) By 
ecp,, (PA= 
r 
exp 
[I 
log(l -P(‘P,, a))cpAda) , 1 if v,(A) > 0, (6.3) 
1, if (p2 = 0, 
we define a measurable function on A4 x M, where we use the conventions log(O) = 
-cc and exp(-co) = 0. (6.2) reads now as follows: 
1 
i I i-! B” A@, a,) . . PC@, Uh)G@, B@\&z,\. . * \&,) = 
x $8 ,,I+...+is,,,iSl~‘~‘(d(a,, . . . , a,)), if k S 1, 
t(@, B@)$,.s,, if k = 0, 
(6.4) 
where the cases Q(B) = 0 or k = 0 can be treated as above. Let p be a random 
element of the measurable space (R, 3) depending measurably on @. On the basis 
of (6.4) we obtain for S, T E JU and U E 3, 
P(BWeS, @E T,PE U) 
x 1 
+ E c Ii& T}~{,>i Li)E I P(@> a,) . . 
!. _ I Bi 
. A@> a~)f(@, B@\&,\ . . . \&,,I 
x ~(~,,,-+---+~,,~tS) G+‘(d(u,, . . , uk)). 
Defining a measurable function b on M x M by 
~(cp,a,)...p(cp,a~), if+=&,,+ ... +a,,, kcV 
if $ = 0, (6.5) 
if (L(A) = cc or $ E M\JV, 
we conclude 
x $clb,uJ+p,r~t,. ,)C:,(d($, cp, r)) (6.6) 
where CL is the measure defined by (3.1). In the special case of a constant function 
p that is less than one, we have just proved (up to a simple transformation) Theorem 
12.6 of Kallenberg (1983). Now, we are able to derive the main result of this section. 
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Theorem 6.1. Let @ be a point process on A, p a measurable function from M x A 
into [0, 11, P a p-thinning of @ and BE & a bounded measurable set with Bc 
{a: p(cp, a) < 1 for all cp}. Define the function t by (6.3) and let p be given by (6.5). 
Finally, let p be a random element of (R, 32) depending measurably on @and {qi( 
(4 J’(@E (.)IW P) 
Proof. Define a kernel K from M x R to M by 
and a u-finite measure m on M x M x R by 
m(d($, cp, r)) = K(+, r, dq)v:(d(q, r)). 
From the definition (6.3) of the function t we obtain 
t(~++~,B~)=t(cp+B~,B~+B~)It(cp+B~,BrCI). (6.7) 
(6.6) shows that PCB,t,,a,p, << m. The density is given by the mapping 
(A cp, r)+lTti(.c,=,lb(cp, $)t(cp, %)lr(cp, BICI). 
Putting 5 = @ and 7 = (SW, p) in Lemma 2.1 we obtain the assertion from Corollary 
2.2 and (6.7). 0 
To simplify the formula of the above theorem we now assume that p does not 
depend on cp E M and, hence, is a function of a E A only. Then, p does also not 
depend on its first argument and can be cancelled on the right-hand side of (ii) of 
Theorem 6.1 (cf. Corollary 2.2). The function t depends only on its second argument 
and reads as follows: 
t(cp) = exp 
[I 
log(t -p(a))cp(da) . 
B I 
With the notation of Theorem 6.1 we now have 
P(@E (.)lBK P) = 
In +p+swvcc.$((P + B%b&b/p) 
I t(cp + B~hiw(d~lp) 
P_a s . . (6.8) 
This result is due to Karr (1986, Theorem 4.27), who formulated it for simple @ in 
the unconditional case under integrability conditions. Theorem 6.1 yields an access 
to the problem of state estimation of the distribution of @ in terms of ?P. 
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7. Cox processes 
For every A E M we denote by PA the distribution of a Poisson process with intensity 
A. It is well-known that 
II 
I{, a I,.... a,,.‘@\%,\...\fi ,,,, E-ltcp ‘“‘(d(a ,,..., a,,))P~(d~)=~“xP (7.1) 
(The equation for n = 1 is characteristic for P,+, cf. Mecke, 1967, whereas the general 
case can easily be derived by induction.) Let W be a Cox process directed by the 
random measure A, i.e., a point process on A such that 
P( !P E ( .)/A) = P,,( .) P-a.s. (7.2) 
Let p be a random element of the measurable space (R, %!) depending measurably 
on A. On the basis of (7.1) and (7.2) we obtain, for bounded BE &, T E J@ and U E 2, 
P(BIYES,AE T,PE U) 
=P(BES,~(B)=O,nET,pEu) 
x @“‘(d(a,, . . . , a,)) 
1 
x7 n. 
%,fi,,,+...+4,,,iSIAn(d(U,, . . . , an>) 
and taking into account P( V( B) = O/A) = exp[-A (B)], P-a.s., we find 
P (R*‘,l,p)= 
I 
lJ~~,~s~~=O~ exp[-A(B)lTI~,,,,.,,,E (.)C,,(d(+, A, r)), (7.3) 
where the measure C,, is given by (3.13). With the disintegration (3.14), Corollary 
2.2 and (7.3) imply the following result. 
Theorem 7.1. Let F be a Cox process on A directed by the random measure A, p a 
random element of (R, 92) depending measurably on A and BE A bounded. Let 
{q,,,( ./p)} be the Palm measures of A conditional on p us dejned by (3.14). Then 
(i) O< 
I 
exp[-A(B)]qBq(dA/p) -00 P-U.S., 
(ii) P(A E (. I/ BK P) = 
50 fhC(. ,,l w[-A(B)lqBq(dA/p) P_u.s. 
j exp[-A(~)lqB~(dAlp) 
q 
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In the unconditional case, if all factorial moments of A(B) exist, Theorem 7.1 is 
due to Karr (1985). (He further assumed A to be almost surely diffuse, in which 
case @ becomes simple.) As there is a simple correspondence between the Palm 
measures {q,,,} of A and the reduced Palm measures of !!f (as it can be derived from 
(7.1) and (7.2)). Theorem 7.1 can be used for state estimations of the random 
measure A in terms of the point process q (cf. Karr, 1985, 1986). 
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